
LESSON PLAN
NAILING THE CANTER TRANSITION

OBJECTIVE: TO ESTABLISH THE CORRECT CANTER LEAD, TRANSITIONING

FROM TROT TO CANTER ON THE AID AS ASKED. 

PREREQUISITES:

EXPLANATION:

- Can walk and trot independently around the arena
- Stop, go turn is established in walk and trot. 
- Some bend has been introduced on the 10m loop, 20m circles, short sides
- Turns across the arena and diagonals and changes of direction. 
- Walk, trot, canter established on the lunge

What: 
Transition from trot to canter executed on the "ask". We will normally pick a letter of the
arena to challenge the response to the cue and help us establish if we are working
accurately or not. 

Why:
Being able to ride a transition at a marker is a testament to the quality of training and
communication you have put into your horse and your understanding of teaching your horse
how to learn. Especially if you can do it off a light and subtle aid. It is also a task set for
dressage tests to challenge these reasons. 
Having a good strike off and your horse understanding which lead you are asking for also
improves the balance and is a contributing factor in establishing the working canter. It hones
the horse into the aid and establishes in front of the leg in canter. 

We are going to do this lesson plan a little bit different in that we are referring to improving
the quality of the canter transition. The canter should already be established. Nailing the
canter transition comes down to getting the "pop" into the canter and communication. The
most common issues with the canter transition are rider error.
- Rider holds back on the ask (doesn't properly commit to canter because they are nervous)
or gets in the road of the horses balance in canter. 
- Communication. The horse doesn't understand that you want a particular canter lead.
- "Straightness" If a horse has been worked or injured in a way that they are twisted through
the pelvis they will pick up one canter lead over the other. 



How: 
We have a couple of building blocks in establishing how. First you have to identify what
problems you are having with the canter transition. Is it:
- The strike off? Do they rush the trot and fall into the canter?
- Is it the lead? Do they consistently pick up only one canter lead no matter which direction
you go?
- Is it the communication? Is it hit and miss whether they pick up the lead you are asking for?
 
The "pop" of the transition is the most important part of this exercise and establishing a good
working canter. The canter is the only gait where we can get the true "roundedness" of the
movement because the sequence of leg placement has the potential to develop scope. In
walk there is no moment of suspension and the trot is very flat naturally with how the
diagonal pair move. This pop not only improves the quality of frame, throughness and
impulsion in the trot but also the balance and self carriage of the canter. 
 
So this is why I have my building blocks that get us to that optimal quality with the most ease
for both horse and rider. 
1. On the lunge. Training the horse into the vocal command for canter. We want the canter
transition to happen on the vocal cue. This provides the best translation to the horse once
under saddle to translate to the aid. 
2. Single pole on the lunge. Asking for the transition into canter over the pole gets the "pop"
we want to establish because our horse has to "jump" into canter over the pole. This also is
our best chance of establishing the correct canter lead. This is because a horse that can't
physical pick up a canter lead is because its leaning too much into the shoulder you want to
lead. Getting them to jump and get all 4 feet of the ground gives the best opportunity for them
to lead with the correct lead. 
3. Under saddle make sure your horse has a really nice balanced working trot and then ask
for the canter coming out of the corner down the long side. If you have your canter really well
established on the circle your horse may be better balanced for it on the circle so your other
option is to ask on the second half of your circle heading back to the track. 
4. Under saddle over a pole at H, M, F or K. Ask for the canter transition over the pole. 
5. Take away the pole and ask at H, M, F or K without it. 
6. On the straight. Move the pole to other letters on the long side of the arena that don't use a
corner to set the horse up and ride the transition over the pole. 
7. Take the pole away. Ask for the canter at any letter you like!!
 
This whole process should take a good period of time to develop. If you have a green broken
or young horse its probably about 2 years. If you have an educated horse that needs refining
it could be anywhere from 6 weeks to a year depending on how clever they are, how quickly
you can correct yourself and ride a more effective aid and how ready they are. If its because
your horse has not developed "straightness" then it can be a journey of how long is a piece of
string because that is your priority. If straightness is your problem ask us how we can help
you fast track that. 
 

Understanding the strike off aid is also an important prerequisite to trot through and walk
through simple changes, flying changes and counter canter. All required if you want to excel
in any discipline. 



Aids:
Getting your aids right here is the most important thing you can do for nailing a canter
transition. 
Firstly you need your horse to canter because of your vocal command. Spend time on the
lunge and over the pole getting the strike off to the vocal.
We all know that our canter aid is inside leg at the girth outside leg behind but how does your
horse know you want canter and not about to ask them onto a circle? This is my trick for it. 
Outside leg says get ready to canter. This is where your feel becomes important. You need
to feel your horse shift balance and weight to get ready to canter. Once you feel your horse is
ready.
Inside leg says canter on. Use the same vocal you have on the ground to get the canter
transition on the lunge. Also use the same spot and allow your horse to anticipate a little.
If you don't get the strike off make sure you keep riding until your horse canters. Stop, pat
and ask again. 
Getting the understanding of training in the cue is really important. If you are struggling with
this part ask us how we can help. 
Use the repetitions and the same part of the arena to build the horses confidence that it is
doing the right thing. Once you can feel your horse confidently striking off the aid you can
challenge the aid by asking for the transition in another spot. If you lose your quality go back
to repeating at the same spot so as to help your horse gain confidence again before you
challenge again.
 
Your horse should start to associate the outside leg with which lead it should be getting
ready to pick up and the inside leg with the actual canter on and canter lead. This means that
when it comes to asking for the transition at the letter your horse is ready and waiting for the
strike off aid. It also means that your horse will know what lead to strike off with whether true
canter, counter canter, flying change, on a straight or on a curve. So while we can take a bit
longer at this initial stage it takes all the difficulty out of these harder exercises because your
horse actually truly understands the aid and is balance with elevation and lift.
 
If you are still struggling with the strike off and tuning the vocal you need to revise your
understanding of cue training. Ask us how we can help.
 
Common mistakes
Rider error - Not following through on the aid so the learns it doesn't have to canter
- Getting left behind or in the road of the canter making the horse nervous about cantering
and uncomfortable and confused
- Not being clear in the strike of aid
- Not having an understanding of cue training
- Riders body needs to be following and allowing into the correct canter lead. Any twisting or
throwing the body around with throw the horse off balance. 
Horse error - Rushing and unbalanced into canter. Needs more work on the transition and
poles
- Getting the incorrect lead when all riders efforts are spot on. Horse will need straightening
training in conjunction with a good body worker. 
 
 
 



Ride review
 
How many times do you have to ask your horse to get ready to canter before they shift
balance and are ready to canter?
Does your horse go into canter on cue?
Does your horse go from a balance working trot to a balanced working canter or do they run
into the canter?
Does your horse prefer one lead over the other?
Does your horse jump the canter pole or does it break its canter stride?
How many times did you feel you could repeat the exercises before you felt your horse
become mentally or physically tired of the exercise and want to finish?
Did you time your warm up sufficiently? Or did you warm up your horse too much and they
were too tired by the time you got to the exercise? 


